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Abstract

Part 1)

When studying galaxies, the star formation rate (SFR) is an important diagnostic

as it gives insight into the evolutionary stage of the galaxy. Young galaxies will be

actively forming stars and growing quickly, while older, quiescent galaxies will have

low SFRs. The total infrared (IR) luminosity of a galaxy is a commonly used tracer

of SFR. A simple radiative transfer model to estimate the IR luminosity of hydro-

dynamic simulations of galaxies is presented. This algorithm is then applied to the

feedback in realistic environments (FIRE) simulation suite. The IR luminosity is

then compared directly to the SFR, which is known in the simulations. These results

are compared to a well established model. The model is found to have a bias that

systematically overestimates the SFR of a galaxy. A large amount of scatter also

cautions against the interpretations of observations from this simple model.

Part 2)

The most massive galaxies formed quickly in the early Universe and today reside in

rich galaxy clusters. Studying progenitors of galaxy clusters (proto-clusters) presents

an exciting opportunity to study star formation in extreme environments in the early

universe. High resolution sub-mm imaging of the proto-cluster SPT2349-56 is pre-

sented. SPT2349-56 contains 12 gas rich and star forming galaxies in an extremely

confined radius of ∼ 12 ′′. The high velocity dispersion of these galaxies and enormous

gas and star formation densities suggest SPT2349-56 represents the core of an espe-

cially active and massive proto-cluster. Comparison with other known proto-cluster

systems shows that SPT2349-56 is truly unique.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Galaxy Formation

By its most basic definition, a galaxy is a dynamically bound system of gas, stars

and dark matter. Typical galaxies, like our own Milky Way, contain tens of billions

of individual stars and about one tenth of that mass in gas. They represent beacons

in a mostly dark and empty universe. They are a fascinating and diverse class of

astrophysical objects. Galaxies come in many shapes and sizes and have existed in

the universe since a mere 500 Myr after the big bang (The current age of the universe

is ∼ 13.7 Gyr). The study of how galaxies form and evolve is known as galaxy

formation. Physical principles from fluid dynamics, radiative transfer, cosmology and

many other fields are combined to further our understanding. This field has made

incredible leaps in the past several decades due to increasingly powerful telescopes

and improving theoretical models yet, much is still unknown.

1.1.1 Galaxy Constituents

Although galaxies come in all shapes and sizes, there are characteristics all of them

posses. Sizes range from 5 to 20 kpc1 while typical separations between galaxies

are on the order of a few Megaparsecs. Every galaxy is made up of three basic

constituents: dark matter, gas and stars. Dark matter makes up the bulk of the mass

of a galaxy and is responsible for keeping the stars and gas gravitationally bound.

The gas, primarily hydrogen, is spread throughout the galaxy. When the gas reaches

a sufficient density it collapses upon itself to form stars. Stars emit light and allow us

to observe galaxies. This 3-component description helps us understand some of the

11 parsec (pc) = 3.09× 1016 m = 3.26 light years
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physical processes that shape galaxies.

Dark matter represents about 80% of the total mass of the universe and governs

its large-scale dynamics. Peaks in the dark matter distribution are known as halos.

Galaxies reside within these dark matter halos. They originated in the early universe

and grew by gravitational attraction since they were denser than the surroundings

regions. The characteristic mass and radius of a halo is the virial radius (Rvir) and

virial mass (Mvir). These are defined by the virial theorem, which relates the kinetic

energy of a group of particles to the potential energy that binds them together [74].

The dark matter halo is the backbone on which the rest of the galaxy is built.

As the halo grows it accretes gas along with dark matter. The gas in galaxies is

comprised of∼ 90% hydrogen, ∼ 10% helium and trace amounts of metals. Metals are

defined as anything heavier than helium. The most abundant of the metals are car-

bon and oxygen, as they are by-products of the hydrogen fusion process which powers

stars. The amount of metals in a galaxy is characterized by the metallicity, Z. This is

the mass ratio of metals to hydrogen and helium. Gas in galaxies is extremely turbu-

lent and covers a range of densities from 10−1 molecules cm−3 to 103 molecules cm−3

and temperatures from 10 K to 106 K. Along with gas, metals also appear in the form

carbonaceous and silicate grains known as cosmic dust. These grains have an average

radius of ∼ 1 µm. They have an extremely large absorption cross section in the

ultraviolet (UV) and visible regions of the electromagnetic spectrum [34]. This dust

is thermally decoupled from the gas and has a much lower temperature of 30 K - 50

K [21]. Gas and dust together make up the inter-stellar medium (ISM) of galaxies.

As the gas is accreted on to the halo, it cools and falls into the center. The cooling

time of the in-falling gas is much shorter than the free-fall time therefore the gas is

cool when it reaches the centre of the halo. Typically the vast majority of gas exists

within the inner 1
10

Rvir of the halo. Although the dark matter makes up the bulk of

the mass for the entire halo, in this central region the dynamics are dominated by the

gas. This gas continues to cool and fragments into self-gravitating clouds. The main

cooling mechanism in dense gas is the recombination of collisionally excited atoms
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or molecules [82]. The kinetic energy of these collisions is converted into radiation.

Therefore, cooling becomes more efficient as the density of gas increases. Individual

clouds have masses of 105 M⊙ - 106 M⊙.
2 [68] Stars form when gas within these

clouds catastrophically collapses. This is not an instant process and takes on the

order of 1 Myr.

Stars are the shining beacons that allow us to observe galaxies. When they are

young, i.e. less than 100 Myr old, stars are the at peak temperature and luminosity.

During this period, they emit the most power in the UV spectral region. The most

massive stars (M > 10 M⊙) only exist for around ∼ 50 Myr until they explode in

supernovae (SN). These thermo-nuclear explosions impart over 1040 J of energy back

into the ISM [47]. Other feedback mechanisms such as radiation pressure also impart

momentum onto the surrounding gas. SN and other feedback mechanisms help stars

disrupt the gas clouds they were born in. This happens on a times scale of ∼ 100

Myr. At it’s most extreme, these feedback mechanisms can also create outflows which

expel significant fractions of gas from the galaxy [72]. Less massive stars outlive their

birth clouds. As they age, they cool causing the peak emission to shift from the UV

into the visible and near-IR regions of the spectrum and their luminosity decreases.

Feedback from old stars is much less impactful than their younger counterparts.

1.1.2 Evolution

Before the evolution of galaxies is discussed, the concept of redshift will be introduced.

Redshift is the reddening of observed spectra due to the doppler shift caused by the

expanding universe. This idea is encapsulated in the equation below.

z =
λobs

λrest

− 1 (1.1)

z is the measured redshift, λobs is the observed wavelength and λrest is the wavelength

of rest-frame emission. The longer light is traveling the more redshift it will experience

due to the expansion of the universe. The longer travel time corresponds to a larger

2⊙ refers to solar units, i.e. M⊙ is the mass of the sun.
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distance due to the finite speed of light. Objects with a higher redshift are older and

further away. Redshift zero represents the local, present universe, z = 1 is when the

universe was 5.9 Gyr old, approximately half as old as it is now. There is a non-linear

relation between redshift and time which follows an approximately t−3/2 scaling. The

redshift of an object, z, is used as an analog for both its age and distance.

The amount of star formation in a galaxy is characterized by the star formation

rate (SFR). This is a measure of the rate that new stars are forming. It is a useful

measure to identify the evolutionary state of galaxies. Since the process of gas col-

lapsing and turning into stars takes ∼ 1 Myr, an ‘instantaneous’ star formation rate

is not physically plausible and time averaged measures are used [60]. For example,

sum the total mass of stars that formed within the past 100 Myr and divide by 100

Myr. The result is the average SFR over the past 100 Myr. If the total mass of young

stars is known the SFR of a galaxy can be estimated. From stellar population models

the mass to light ratio of stars is known therefore the mass of young stars can be

calculated from their luminosity. The key is to distinguish the light from young stars

from old stars. A common measure of SFR is the UV luminosity [88]. Young and

hot stars shine bright in the UV and older, cooler stars do not. By observing the UV

luminosity of a galaxy, we are selectively measuring the young stars and can estimate

their mass and the SFR of the galaxy. Another common measure is the infrared (IR)

luminosity, which will be described in detail below.

The evolution of the SFR density (SFRD) across the age of the universe is shown

in Figure 1.1. This figure is taken from Madau & Dickinson (2014) [71] and shows

a compilation of SFR density measurements spanning almost the entire age of the

universe. This is the SFR density of the universe and is calculated by totaling the

SFR of all galaxies within a given representative volume. In the early, high redshift

universe the SFRD rises to reach a maximum at around z = 2.5. This period,

2 < z < 3, is known as the epoch of peak formation. During this time, the majority

of stellar mass in the universe is built up. After this epoch, the SFRD begins to

decline, and continues to until the present day.
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Figure 1.1: This figure displays the cosmic star formation rate density as a function
of redshift and time. It is taken from Madau & Dickinson (2014) [71]. A strong peak
emerges at z ∼ 2, this is known as the epoch of peak formation.

There are many physical processes thought to contribute to the shape of the cosmic

SFRD. In the early universe, the rise in star formation is thought to be related to the

growth of mass in halos. As halos grow and continue to accrete gas, there is more

available to form stars [3]. However, this process takes time, and thus the SFRD

rises with time as more gas falls onto galaxies. Several processes likely contribute

to the decline of star formation at z < 2. Feedback from young stars and active

galactic nuclei (AGN) works to inhibit star formation [89]. AGN are produced by gas

accreting onto a super massive black hole in the center of the galaxy and are extremely

luminous across the electromagnetic spectrum from the radio up to gamma rays. This

radiation continually heats gas in the galaxy disrupting clouds and suppressing star
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formation. At z < 1 gas reservoirs of galaxies have also been depleted leaving nothing

to form stars from. Many physical processes likely contribute to the shape SFRD as

a function of time, but a complete explanation does not exist.

Although the evolution of the cosmic SFRD is smooth, the evolution of individual

galaxies is certainly not. Each galaxy is a unique system and there is a lot of variation

in the star formation histories (SFHs), thus only general statements can be made.

There is often a rise in SFR during the early stages, as the halo is growing, but this

is not necessarily monotonic. Then the galaxy may go through burst and quench

cycles [94]. Bursts are periods of extremely high SFR, compared to when a galaxy

is not forming stars or quenched. The difference in SFR between these two regimes

can be multiple orders of magnitude. An individual galaxy can go through dozens of

these cycles. This cyclic nature is driven by feedback from young stars. After new

stars are formed, the energy imparted from SN, radiation pressure etc. disrupts the

gas such that it cannot form stars. The stars then age and the feedback becomes

less impactful. The gas can then cool and collapses into clouds again. New stars

are then formed and the cycle repeats. Burst/quench cycles are more pronounced in

smaller galaxies because when this feedback is triggered, a larger fraction of the gas

is disrupted [49]. In more massive galaxies it is difficult for a single population of

new stars to have a dramatic effect on the dynamics of the entire galaxy, therefore

they tend to have smoother star formation histories. This cycle eventually ends when

there is no gas remaining to form stars or the galaxies grows to a sufficient size. The

chaotic nature of stellar feedback and gas dynamics leads to incredibly variable star

formation histories.

1.1.3 Galaxy clusters

Galaxies show a strong tendency to cluster into groups. The largest of these groups

are known as galaxy clusters. With masses greater than 1015 M⊙, clusters in the local

universe are the largest gravitationally bound structures observed. These colossal ob-

jects spread over several megaparsecs and contain hundreds to thousands of galaxies.
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The extreme nature of galaxy clusters makes them an ideal laboratory for testing

astrophysical theories. Not only for galaxy formation but also cosmology. Their

number density and properties have helped distinguish between different models of

cosmological evolution. Clusters are often characterized by their overdensity. This is

a unitless measure of how much more of a given quantity (i.e. dark matter, number

of galaxies etc.) there is in a given volume compared to what is expected. Any viable

theory of galaxy formation or cosmology must adequately explain the properties of

clusters.

Due to their importance to our understanding of galaxy formation, there has been

significant study of the progenitors of galaxy clusters: proto-clusters. Although often

loosely defined, a proto-cluster is a direct progenitor of a local galaxy cluster. In

other words, a system that at z = 0 will have a halo mass of ∼ 1015 M⊙. Theoretical

studies of proto-clusters reveal that at z > 2 they are extended, often beyond 10 Mpc

and not gravitationally bound [26]. The galaxy overdensity is also less pronounced in

the early universe. Unfortunately, this makes proto-clusters difficult to detect. There

are several examples of observed proto-clusters at z > 2 however it is not a complete

sample and based mostly on serendipitous detections [81, 20]. The study of proto-

clusters is crucial to our understanding of galaxy formation; however, we still do not

have a complete sample to study.

Figure 1.2 displays the evolution of a galaxy cluster in the cosmological simulation

Illustris [110]. At z = 4 the cluster is significantly extended on scales of ∼ 10 Mpc

with much less pronounced gas and dark matter over densities. At this point it is still

considered a proto-cluster. As it evolves, gravitational attraction drags dark matter

and gas to the center of the cluster. By z = 0 there is a huge over density in the

central region surround by relative voids. At all points in the evolution the gas, and

therefore galaxies, trace the dark matter distribution well. The gas temperature and

metallicity are highest at the center of the cluster and grow as time evolves. Clusters

represent the largest overdensities of dark matter, gas and galaxies in the universe.

7



Figure 1.2: This figure shows the evolution of a galaxy cluster in the Illustris simu-
lation [110]. Each panel has a side length of ∼ 100 Mpc. Dark matter density, gas
density, temperature and metallicity are shown evolving from redshift four to zero.
In earlier epochs, the cluster is less pronounced and more extended.
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1.2 Infrared Emission from Galaxies

Electromagnetic radiation is how galaxies are observed and interpreted. They emit

at many wavelengths spanning the entire electromagnetic spectrum. The spectrum

of luminosity vs. wavelength is known as the spectral energy distribution (SED).

Studying the SED of galaxies allows astronomers to characterize galaxies and provides

insight into the physical processes which govern them. At short wavelengths (λ <

1 µm) a galaxy’s SED is dominated by direct light from stars [78]. As discussed,

younger hotter stars emit most strongly in the UV and older stars emit strongly at

longer wavelengths in the visible and near IR regions. However there is essentially

zero emission below λ = 91.2 nm. This wavelength corresponds to an energy of 13.6

eV, the ionization energy of neutral hydrogen. The abundance of neutral hydrogen in

the ISM means any photon more energetic than the ionization energy will be almost

instantly absorbed [99]. The focus of this study is the infrared (IR) region of the

spectrum. This is the region from wavelengths of 8 µm to 1000 µm. Emission from

galaxies in the IR is almost entirely thermal emission from dust in the ISM.

1.2.1 Dust continuum

Although dust makes up a small fraction of mass in the ISM, it dominates the absorp-

tion properties. These complex molecules are extremely efficient at absorbing light in

the UV to visible spectral regions and re-emit it in the IR. Unfortunately, this is an

extreme hindrance to astronomers wishing to observe galaxies at these wavelengths.

The dust emits thermally, at a much longer wavelength as the temperature dust in

galaxies ranges from 30K - 50K [13]. According to a blackbody spectrum, the ther-

mal emission peaks between 50 µm and 100 µm. The ISM has very low absorption

in this region of the spectrum, therefore the thermal radiation streams freely out of

the galaxy. Although dust impedes that observation of galaxies at short wavelength,

it opens a new window to study them in the IR.
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Thermal emission from dust in galaxies is often characterized as a modified black-

body. This is shown in the equation below.

S(ν, T ) ∝ νβB(ν, T ) ∝ ν3+β

e
hν
kbT − 1

(1.2)

Where S(ν, T ) is the flux emitted a a given frequency ν and characteristic dust tem-

perature T . h and kb are Planck’s and Boltzmann’s constants and β is the dust

emissivity index. β is often assumed to be 1.5. The modified black body fits the

IR SED well at wavelength’s greater than 50 µm [19]. At shorter wavelengths, it

underestimates the observed SEDs. This is thought to be the result of hot dust

subcomponents with T > 80K. Some studies have suggested alternative fitting func-

tions such as piecewise blackbody and power law function to better fit the IR SED

at λ < 50 µm [7]. However, these are empirical fits and not physically motivated.

The IR SED of galaxies is generally well described by a modified blackbody at a

characteristic dust temperature.

In his seminal work, Kennickutt (1998) ([58], hereafter K98) proposed using the

total infrared luminosity, LIR, as a tracer of SFR. The key insight is that only young

stars contribute to dust heating. Stars are born in dense gas clouds where the optical

depth of dust is much greater than one. In this picture, essentially all the radiation

emitted by young stars is absorbed. This radiation heats the dust which then begins to

emit thermally. As the stars age and their birth cloud is dispersed the optical depth

of dust begins to decrease. By the time stars reach 100 Myr old, the birth cloud

is completely disrupted and the optical depth of dust is thought to be vanishingly

small. Therefore, radiation from stars older than 100 Myr is not absorbed and does

not contribute to heating the dust. Only young stars contribute to dust heating

which then re-radiates all the luminosity absorbed in the IR. Assuming the dust is

in thermal equilibrium, the total luminosity emitted is equal to the total luminosity

absorbed. Therefore, the total luminosity emitted in the IR is equal to the total

luminosity emitted from young stars. Using stellar population models, a mass to

light ratio for stars can be estimated. From LIR, the mass of young stars can be
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estimated. Assuming a timescale of 100 Myr, SFR can then be calculated. As traced

by LIR, SFR is implicitly averaged over 100 Myr. The conclusion drawn in K98 is

that there is a linear relationship between LIR and SFR.

Although the K98 conversion is extremely useful and still widely used today, there

are a set of caveats when it is used to measure SFR. Firstly, all the luminosity emitted

from young is assumed to be absorbed. This is true in almost all cases as stars are born

in a dense gas cloud. It is possible that through a merger, or series of SN explosions

that a galaxy can be depleted of its gas and dust reservoir. When this occurs, the

optical depth of dust may be sufficiently low that not all light from young stars will be

absorbed. In this case LIRwould underestimate the SFR. Another assumption is that

stars older then 100 Myr do not contribute to dust heating. If old stars contribute

significantly to dust heating, LIR will overestimate SFR. In the ideal case LIR directly

traces only young stars but it may not always be this simple.

There is an implicit time averaging when using LIR to trace SFR since stars take

∼ 100 Myr to shed their birth clouds. This leads to another assumption that new

stars should be forming at a relatively constant rate over the previous 100 Myr. The

stellar population models used to calculate the conversion factor assume a constant

SFR over the past 100 Myr. If the number of new stars formed is skewed to the

beginning or the end of this 100 Myr, a different conversion factor would be required.

For example, if there is a large population of stars with an age of 90 Myr that are

less luminous than younger stars, LIR would likely underestimate the SFR. Another

implicit assumption is the distribution of masses of new stars that are born. This is

known as the initial mass functions (IMF). The IMF affects the LIR to SFR conversion

by changing the mass to light ratio produced by stellar population models. Along with

the IMF, more advanced stellar populations models used are the major differences

between the original model and current conversion factors [59]. There are presently

two commonly used IMF: Charbrier [23] and Kroupa [63]. This difference only affects

the conversion factor by ±30%. Even with these major assumptions the K98 LIR to

SFR conversion is widely used by many studies to estimate the SFR of galaxies.
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1.2.2 Emission lines

On top of the dust continuum, there are also emission lines present in the IR. These

occur when atoms or molecules in the ISM spontaneously decay from an excited

state. Emission lines always occur at the same rest frequency and are broadened by

the motion of gas in the galaxy. They give useful insight into the physical conditions

of the ISM. Temperature and density of gas in the ISM can be probed by comparing

the strengths of different lines. Two of the predominant lines in the IR are [CII] from

ionized carbon and the rotational transitions of carbon monoxide.

[CII] is the brightest emission line in the IR and is the dominant coolant of gas

in the ISM. Ionized carbon has a low excitation energy of 11.2 eV and is therefore

widely present in the ISM. [CII] is the result of the 2P3/2 → 2P1/2 electronic transition

in ionized carbon and emits a photon at 157.7 µm. The ionized carbon atoms are

excited through collisions with neutral hydrogen or free electrons. The likelihood of

excitation is thus higher in denser regions as it increases the probability of collisions.

Therefore the [CII] line is thought to originate from dense gas clouds in the ISM.

[CII] luminosity has also been observed to correlate with SFR in local galaxies [33].

There are a few interpretations of this correlation, the most common being that [CII]

traces dense gas that stars will form out of. [CII] emission is more likely to originate

from dense gas clouds, the same regions that will collapse to form new stars. It has

been found as the major cooling mechanism, which allows the dense clouds to further

cool and collapse. [82]. Another interpretation is that [CII] correlates with LIR, and

thus SFR [37]. Although the physical origins are not fully understood, [CII] provides

a useful tool to study dense gas in the ISM.

The rotational transitions of carbon monoxide (CO) are a complimentary diagnos-

tic of the ISM. The second most common molecule, behind only molecular hydrogen,

CO emits in a set of rotational transitions. These produce CO(J,J-1) emission lines

where J is the original rotational energy level and decay to the J-1 state emits a

photon. The frequencies of the emitted photons follow νJ = J × 115 GHz where J is

the original rotational energy state of the CO molecule. CO molecules are excited to
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higher J states by either ambient radiation or collisions. CO(5-4) and CO(4-3) are the

most common transitions observed due to their relative brightness and their compat-

ible frequency with current IR telescopes. Unlike [CII], the CO rotational lines trace

molecular gas in the ISM. This is predominantly comprised of molecular hydrogen,

H2. This gas is not actively forming stars, but the reservoir that stars can form from

in the future [16]. In dense gas clouds molecules are destroyed by UV radiation from

young stars. The luminosity of the CO emission lines can be used to estimate total

gas mass of a galaxy. [CII] and CO emission lines trace different phases of the ISM.

Observing emission lines allows astronomers to better characterize galaxies, not

only through investigating the different phases of the ISM but also by indicating the

galaxy’s redshift. Since the rest frequency of emission lines is known, the redshift is

easily measured. A spectral scan is used to search for the emission line to measure

the observed frequency. Redshift is then easily calculated following Eqn. 1.1. This is

a common and indisputable method to measure z. The width of the line in frequency

space, σ, also called the velocity dispersion can be used to estimate the mass of the

galaxy. Using the virial theorem, the average kinetic energy of particles is related

to the average potential energy. The kinetic energy is proportional to the velocity

dispersion squared, and the potential energy is proportional to the mass. This gives

the following relation.

Mdyn ∝ σ2 (1.3)

Where Mdyn is known as the dynamical mass and σ is the velocity dispersion, mea-

sured from the width of the emission line. Mdyn is related to the halo mass, however

the exact relation is complicated as it is based on a singular molecular or atomic

species and its specific motions within the galaxy. It is still useful in estimating

the mass scale. Observing emission lines allows further characterization of galaxies

beyond specific chemical species.
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1.2.3 Sub-millimetre galaxies

Sub-millimetre galaxies (SMGs) earned their name because they were originally ob-

served at sub-millimetre wavelengths, often 870 µm. Ever since their study has moved

far beyond this wavelength range [30]. SMGs are extremely bright in the IR driven

by massive SFRs and large dust masses. The most luminous SMGs have measured

SFRs greater than 2500 M⊙yr
−1 and have been observed out to z = 6 with a mean

redshift of 2.5 [84, 25]. The density of SMGs has been found to be much smaller than

their less luminous counterparts [90]. This implies they are rare and extreme events.

The discovery of SMGs at high redshift gives a window into extreme star formation

in the early universe.

More distant galaxies, at a higher z, are more difficult to detect. The luminosity,

L, is an intrinsic property of the galaxy however the flux, S, is what is measured and

depends on a galaxy’s distance from earth. Flux is a measure of how bright an object

appears and is given by:

S =
L

4πD2
(1.4)

Where D is the distance from the galaxy to earth. Galaxies at high redshift are

further away and therefore the flux we observe is lower causing them to be more

difficult to detect. Observing in the sub-mm allows astronomers to observe galaxies

at far greater distances than many other techniques, due to the shape of the IR SED.

870 µm is at a longer wavelength than the peak of the IR SED in the rest frame.

When the galaxy is redshifted but still observed at 870 µm, the rest wavelength that

is being traced is closer to the peak. The intrinsic luminosity from the galaxy at these

shorter rest wavelengths is higher than at rest frame 870 µm. This compensates for

the usual dimming due to distance described in Eqn. 1.4. SMGs are equally observable

at λ = 870 µm between z = 2− 8. This is shown in Figure 1.3 taken from Casey et

al. (2014) [22]. It shows the flux of an example SMGs if it were to be observed at

different wavelengths as a function of redshift. This figure confirms that for observed

wavelengths between 850µm and 1.3mm, in the far IR, the observed flux is constant

between z = 2 − 8. For shorter observed wavelengths, the observed flux continually
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Figure 1.3: A figure, taken from Casey et al. (2014) [22], displaying the flux of an
example SMG at different observed wavelengths and redshifts. At wavelengths in
the Far IR (850µm− 1.3 mm) the flux is seen to remain relatively constant between
z = 2− 8

drops. The K-correction of a galaxy is a measure of it’s dimming due to redshift.

Since SMGs do not dim, they are said to have a negative K-correction. This unique

property of SMGs allows astronomers to investigate galaxy formation in the high

redshift universe.

The discovery of SMGs changed the way astronomers think about galaxy forma-

tion at high redshift. The extreme SFRs place crucial constraints on galaxy formation

models [101]. SMGs were thought to be the result of galaxy mergers producing a

starburst, which drives the large amount of IR emission [93]. Since it is interaction
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induced, this would imply SMGs are a short-lived phase of heightened SFR and LIR in

the evolution of some galaxies. Some recent studies have suggested that it is possible

to replicate SMGs without a merger and sustain the large IR emission and SFR for

an extended period [77]. Whatever their origin, they represent the largest SFRs ob-

served at any redshift and create a laboratory to study the limits of star formation

in galaxies.

SMGs present an opportunity to locate proto-clusters at high redshift. Their

rarity is what makes them particularly useful [20]. Often proto-clusters are located

by observing overdensities of galaxies; an excess of galaxies confined to a given volume.

With more common galaxy populations it may be necessary to observe hundreds of

proto-cluster members to ensure a statistical excess. With rare populations, like

SMGs, only a few detections can lead to a significant overdensity. A group of five or

more SMGs in close proximity is exceedingly rare so when observed, likely signifies

a proto-cluster. However, the rarity of these populations also causes them to be

more susceptible to Poisson noise leading to possible false detections [73]. It has also

been suggested SMGs may play a critical role in the evolution of massive galaxies

present at the center of clusters [103]. SMGs are a useful tool to observe and study

proto-clusters in the early universe.

1.3 Simulating Galaxies

Astronomy is an observational science and it is often difficult to deduce the physical

nature of observed correlations. To aid the interpretation of observations, theoretical

models and simulations are needed. Through comparing models to observations,

new insight is gained on the physical mechanisms which drive galaxies. Simulations

and models must improve alongside observations. In the past few decades detailed

hydrodynamic simulations of galaxies have improved to accurately reproduce and

predict galaxy properties. For a galaxy simulation to be successful, it must accurately

reproduce the three main components of galaxies: dark matter, gas, and stars.

Dark matter is comparatively the easiest of the three components to simulate. It
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is modeled as collision-less and particles are only affected by the gravitational force.

N-body dark matter simulations are initialized with N dark matter particles of a

given mass and their evolution is governed solely by Newton’s equation. In this vein,

dark matter only are run on scales of ≳ (500 Mpc)3 and have been very successful

in predicting properties of the large-scale structure of the universe and the halos in

which galaxies reside [83, 70]. Unfortunately, dark matter alone is insufficient to

explain the dynamics of galaxies.

To simulate the ISM of galaxies, gas is modeled using the principles of fluid dy-

namics. This involves integrating the Euler equations which govern the movement

of viscous fluids. This is often done in one of two ways: smoothed particle hydro-

dynamics (SPH) or mesh algorithms. In SPH the fluid itself is discretized and the

movement of particles is calculated [97]. Whereas mesh methods involve discretizing

space and then calculating the flow of fluid between cells. Mesh codes tend to be more

accurate while handling discontinuities in pressure or density, however SPH codes are

easily adaptable [96]. SPH also natively focuses more computing time on regions

that are denser and therefore contain more particles. Mesh codes are traditionally

restricted to the pre-defined mesh and therefore are not as adaptable. Adaptive or

moving mesh algorithms have been implemented which alter the size of cells on the

fly to overcome this problem. Both algorithms have been used to accurately repro-

duce observed properties of galaxies. On top of the method chosen, gas cooling rates

are implemented from experimentally derived tables and forces from feedback and

gravity are accounted for. SN enrich the surrounding gas with metals, which then

diffuse around the galaxy. Gas dynamics in the ISM can be calculated using SPH or

mesh algorithms modeling fluid dynamics.

Stars in simulated galaxies are born from dense gas. Typically there is a critical

density (ρcrit) set, above which gas is allowed to form stars. ρcrit is usually on the

order of 100 molecules cm−3. Once this criterion is met, stars form at a rate governed

by:

Ṁ∗ = ϵ∗
Mgas

tff
(1.5)
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Where Ṁ∗ is the rate that stars form at and can be thought of as the ‘instanta-

neous’ SFR. tff is the local free fall time, which is given by the Jeans equation as

∼
√

1
Gρgas

[57]. ϵ∗ is the star formation efficiency. This is typically set at a few

percent to match observed relationships between gas and SFR surface density. This

relationship is known as the Kennicutt-Schimdt law and a common interpretation is

that star formation is inherently inefficient [61]. The nature of ϵ∗ and the interpre-

tation of the relatively low value found is uncertain [64]. This rate then defines a

probability and gas particles are stochastically turned into star particles. Stars form

in simulated galaxies using this simple prescription however, the difficulty is modeling

how young stars interact with the ISM through stellar feedback.

The intrinsic problem is that stellar feedback occurs on small scales (≪ 100 pc)

while the dynamics of the entire galaxy must still be simulated on large scales (> 10

kpc). Somehow simulations must cover this large dynamic range. The compromise

that is often taken involves using ‘sub-grid’ models [92]. These are phenomenological

models that simulate feedback as a momentum and/or thermal energy ‘kick’ by ar-

tificially increasing the momentum or temperature of surrounding gas particles. The

strength of these ‘kicks’ is based on the physical properties of the star particles but

can be tuned to match observed properties of galaxies. Additional momentum or

pressure caused by the increased temperature causes disruption in the birth clouds

that stars are born in. On a larger scale, this affects the dynamics of the galaxy and

can even drive outflows. Including ‘sub-grid’ models allows the simulations to repli-

cate the physics of stellar feedback while still simulating the dynamics of the entire

galaxy.

In general, recent hydrodynamical simulations have been successful in reproduc-

ing observed properties of galaxies. Distributions of stellar masses and even the star

forming main-sequence (SFR - M∗ relationship) and many other observations have

been reproduced [110, 67]. The key word here being reproduced, as these simulations

are not predictive in nature. Given the tunable parameters such as the star formation

efficiency and the strength of feedback, these simulations are in a sense designed to
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match observations. This concern is can be addressed using small scale simulations.

Results from isolated simulations of stellar feedback or star formation can guide the

implementation of phenomenological models. This partnership between small and

large scale simulations will decrease the dependence on observations and lead to more

predictive models. These simulations are still incredibly useful in interpreting obser-

vations of galaxies and have given numerous insights into galaxy formation.

In contrast to detailed hydrodynamical simulations, abundance matching is a sta-

tistical method that is commonly used to model properties of galaxies. This is a

semi-analytic approach built upon dark matter only simulations that aims to connect

galaxy properties to dark matter halos. In its first and simplest form, the goal was

to investigate the M∗ - Mhalo relation. By comparing the distribution of halo masses

from dark matter only simulations to observed distributions of stellar mass, a mapping

from one to the other is inferred [107]. In recent years models have become increas-

ingly complex, attempting to match a multitude of observations including the cosmic

SFRD, stellar mass distribution and SFR distributions [75, 2]. Abundance matching

is an incredibly powerful method as it allows galaxy properties to be assigned to dark

matter halos in N-body simulations. Numerous applications can stem from this in

attempting to interpret observations or predict the outcome of future surveys. The

common criticism of abundance matching is that it does not provide physical insight

since it is simply a method to connect observations to dark matter only simulations.

Yet no one can deny the usefulness of semi-analytic or phenomenological models like

abundance matching in its wide range of applicability.

1.3.1 Feedback In Realistic Environments (FIRE) Simulations

The feedback in realistic environments (FIRE) simulation suite is a set of hydrody-

namical galaxy simulations developed by Phil Hopkins [49]. These simulations aim to

accurately model stellar feedback and simulate the evolution of galaxies. They sim-

ulate the halo along with all the necessary baryonic physics. The main innovation is
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the explicit implementation of stellar feedback. Feedback from 3 main channels is in-

cluded: Radiation pressure, SN, stellar winds. In this manner, the FIRE simulations

are more predictive then previous generations. From stellar feedback alone, many of

the observed relationships are produced. The FIRE simulations have provided great

insight into how small scale stellar feedback can affect large scale galaxy dynamics.

Three channels of stellar feedback are included in the FIRE simulations: radiation

pressure, SN explosions and stellar winds. In a set of studies these channels were

modeled, implemented and tested [53, 52]. All three channels are implemented as

a momentum or thermal energy (temperature increase) boost to surrounding gas

particles based on a star particle’s physical properties. Unlike previous ‘sub-grid’

models, these are modeled from first principles and their strength is not tuned to

match observations. Radiation pressure is applied as momentum to surrounding gas

particles based on the luminosity of a given star particle. The rate of SN is tabulated

based on a star particle’s age and metallicity. This defines a probability per unit

time and SN explosions are then triggered stochastically. When triggered, thermal

energy and momentum are injected into surrounding gas particles creating a super-

sonic blast wave. When resolved this is propagated outward naturally under the SPH

framework. In low density regions when the blast wave is not resolved, work done

by thermal energy is accounted for by converting it to momentum. Stellar winds

inject momentum and mass into surrounding gas particles, the amount of which is

calculated based on a star particle’s age and metallicity. No one feedback channel is

sufficient and all channels are necessary to regulate star formation.

The FIRE simulations put stellar feedback in the context of cosmological evolu-

tion. The full scale of the dark matter halo is simulated concurrently with the gas

and stars. The scale of the simulated box is often ∼ 500 kpc. A version of SPH,

known as P-SPH [50] is used to calculate the gas dynamics. This version formulates

the equations of motion in terms of pressure and entropy. P-SPH preforms better in

fluid mixing problems and at discontinuities compared to canonical density-energy or

density-entropy versions of SPH. Stars form from gas only if it is dense and locally
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self gravitating. This is a slightly more stringent criterion then the density alone as

it also involves evaluating the velocity of the gas particles. However, stars form with

100% efficiently per free-fall time, i.e. the star formation efficiency ϵ∗ = 1. This is

starkly different than previous generations of simulations which assume ϵ∗ ∼ 0.03 to

match the Kennicutt-Schmidt law.

Even though the FIRE simulations allow star formation to happen with 100%

efficiency, the Kennicutt-Schmidt law is still produced [80]. Star formation is not

naturally inefficient but is regulated by stellar feedback. On small scales stars form

and then disrupt the gas clouds they were born in. On large scales, this manifests as

the Kennicutt-Schmidt relation between gas and SFR surface density. Incredibly, it

is predicted simply from stellar feedback. It is often argued that the details of stellar

feedback are unimportant because on cosmological timescales, as it is not the rate

limiting step. What controls star formation is instead attributed to accretion of gas

into the halo and galaxy. The FIRE simulations have displayed the importance of

stellar feedback in the cosmological evolution of galaxies.
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Chapter 2

Star Formation Rate Indicators in the FIRE simulations

2.1 Introduction

The total infrared luminosity (LIR) is one of the most widely used SFR indicators.

For decades, it has been used to estimate SFR for a diverse set of galaxies spanning

all epochs. It offers a distinct advantage of many SFR indicators that it is not

affected by dust attenuation [59]. At lower wavelengths, indicators such as the UV

luminosity must account for the effects of dust obscuration which introduces an inherit

uncertainty. Whereas in the IR, dust does not significantly obscure light, however a

LIR to SFR conversion does contain its on set of caveats.

The main issue is believed to be dust heating from old stars. This will cause

LIR to overestimate the SFR as the K98 conversion factor assumes they do not con-

tribute. Observationally, many studies have found dust heating from old stars to be

non-negligible [76, 62, 5]. This may be a systemic issue when using the IR luminosity

to trace SFR. By comparing the IR luminosity to more sophisticated SFR indica-

tors, recent studies have shown the it tends to overestimate SFR, especially at low

SFRs [106, 104]. Some studies have also suggested that the star formation history

(SFH) of a galaxy may introduce further uncertainty [45]. In the original work K98

states that the LIR is only a valid tracer of SFR under certain conditions, nevertheless

it is still routinely applied to many diverse galaxy populations.

In this study, we develop a simple radiative transfer model to estimate LIR of

simulated galaxies based on dust absorption. This model is then applied to the FIRE

simulation suite with the goal of testing the simple linear LIR-SFR conversion based on

the K98 model. The FIRE simulations present great opportunity to forward model

observations as they are more predictive than previous generations of simulations.
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Section §2.2 describes the radiative transfer model and the FIRE simulations used.

The results when the algorithm is applied to the FIRE simulations is shown in §2.3.
In §2.4 we discuss our results and some of the implications.

2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Radiative Transfer Model

The goal of developing this method is to estimate LIR from post-processing the FIRE

simulations using a simple, fast and flexible radiative transfer model. The basic

premise is to estimate the spectrum of each star particle in the simulation and the

column density of dust between that star particle and the edge of the simulation.

Combing these measurements and using the radiative transfer equation, the amount

of light originating from each star particle that is absorbed by dust is calculated. This

is its contribution to LIR. This procedure allows us to separate contributions from

different star particles; specifically differentiating between the old and young stellar

populations. As stated in the Introduction, previous studies have suggested that this

is likely a cause of LIR overestimating SFR.

Py-FSPS, a python wrapper of the original flexible stellar population synthesis

package [40, 28] is used to estimate the spectra for each star particle. It is cal-

culated based on each star particles age and metallicity. This package begins with

pre-calculated stellar spectra templates spanning many ages, metallicities and masses.

When age and metallicity are specified it convolves the spectra of different mass stars

with the observed distribution of stellar masses (Stellar IMF) to output a spectrum

for the stellar population. A Chabrier [23] IMF is used. Using Py-FSPS spectra for

each star particle is calculated based on it’s age and metallicity. This is used as the

intrinsic or bolometric luminosity (Lbol) for each star particle.

The column density of dust between each star particle and the edge of the simula-

tion is calculated by integrating the gas density along a given line of sight. The code

used to preform this calculation was originally written by Hopkins et al. (2005) [51]

and is adapted for this study. Beginning at the source, steps of length 1
2
hsmooth are
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taken along a given direction. hsmooth can be thought of as the resolution of particles

in SPH and is variable; it will be smaller, and therefore more integration steps will be

taken, in regions which are more dense. The gas density and metallicity are integrated

along the given direction until the edge of the simulation volume. This integration

yields the column density of gas, nH , and the column metallicity, nZ along the given

line of sight. From these the column density of dust (ndust) is calculated assuming a

constant dust to metals ratio (fdtm) of 0.4 [36, 55]. This calculation is summarized

below:

ndust = fdtm × nZ × nH (2.1)

Once the column density and the spectra of the stellar population are known, the
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Figure 2.1: The extinction spectra of dust used in the radiative transfer calculation
is shown. This is taken from Weingartner & Draine (2000)[112]. The two red lines
display the IR region of the spectrum. In this region, the extinction cross section is
much lower than in the UV-visible region at λ < 1 µm.
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extinction properties of dust are needed to calculate absorption. The extinction cross

section (σλ) of dust in the ISM is taken from Weingartner & Draine (2000)[112].

This is based on a study of stellar spectra within the milky way and is shown in

Figure 2.1. Extinction is the strongest in the visible and UV regions of the spectrum

at λ < 1µm. There is significantly less extinction at λ > 10µm, in the IR region of the

spectrum. For use in this study we normalize to the amount of metals by multiplying

the extinction cross section by the dust to gas ratio along the line of sight (fdtg =

fdtm × nZ ) to that observed in the milky way (fdtg,MW = 1
123.6

). The optical depth

(τ) is calculated as shown below.

τλ =
fdtg

fdtg,MW

× ndust × σλ (2.2)

From here we use the radiative transfer equation and a simple numerical integral to

calculate the absorbed luminosity (Labs)

Labs =

∫
(1− e−τλ)Lbol,λ dλ (2.3)

The result is the total power absorbed along the chosen direction to calculate

ndust. There may be complex dust geometries within the galaxy causing ndust to

vary wildly as a function of direction. Choosing only one direction to calculate ndust

is insufficient to accurately estimate the average value. To accurately estimate the

line of sight properties the above calculation must be preformed for some number of

directions and the results averaged. Figure 2.2 displays the convergence of Labs as a

function of the number of lines of sight averaged. The direction of each line of sight is

randomly sampled uniformly from θ ∈ (0, π) and ϕ ∈ (0, 2π). The average fractional

difference is calculated by comparing to Labs calculated using a given number of lines

of sight to 1000 lines of sight using the equation below.

Average fractional difference =

⟨⏐⏐⏐⏐Labs,1000 − Labs,X

Labs,1000

⏐⏐⏐⏐⟩
particles

× 100% (2.4)
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Where X is the given number of lines of sight averaged. The data shown in Fig. 2.2

is taken from the M11 simulation at z = 0 (See §2.2.2 for details). Below 10 lines

of sight the average fractional difference is large but drops rapidly to approximately

10% at 15 lines of sight. Above 15, averaging more lines of sight provides diminishing

returns at the average fractional difference slowly decrease to 5% and below when one

hundred or more lines of sight are averaged. 15 lines of sight to average is used when

preforming this calculation unless otherwise specified. This is chosen to obtain 10%

accuracy while limiting the amount of computational resources needed. It is worth

note that this figure displays the scatter for individual star particles and since galaxies

in the simulations often contain > 104 star particles this uncertainty is dampened.
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Figure 2.2: A convergence test that show the average fractional difference between
Labsfor a given number of lines of sight used compared to 1000. 15 lines is displayed
by the red cross. This is chosen for any further calculation because it achieves less
than 10% error while limiting computational resources needed.
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The result is the luminosity absorbed that originated from a given star particle.

Under the assumption that the dust is in thermal equilibrium, the total power ab-

sorbed must also be re-emitted. Dust in the ISM of galaxies is known to be between

30K to 50K, therefore the blackbody will peak between 60 µm to 90 µm and greater

than 99% of the thermal emission will occur in the IR region of the spectrum [22].

Thus, it is safe to assume the total power absorbed will be re-emitted in the IR. Since

the dust itself does not absorb IR light, as shown by the low extinction cross section

in Fig. 2.1, IR light will travel unimpeded out of the galaxy. With these properties

combined, the contribution to the infrared luminosity from a star particle is calculated

as the average Labs over 15 lines of sight: LIR,particle = ⟨Labs⟩directions.

To calculate the total LIR of a simulated galaxy, the algorithm described above is

repeated for each star particle and the sum is taken. Star particles within 1
10
RVir of

the centre of the halo are considered part of the galaxy. Similarly, only gas particles

within 1
2
RVir are considered when calculating ndust. At this radius the gas density

drops to where it’s contribution to nH would be negligible. It is also uncertain whether

hot gas in the halo can sustain dust grains [35]. A flowchart outlining the algorithm

used to calculate LIR from a simulated galaxy is shown in Fig. 2.3.

2.2.2 Simulation Sample

In this study we use the standard FIRE (SF) simulations suite described in Hopkins et

al. (2014) [49] and the massive F.I.R.E. simulation suite (MF) described in Feldmann

et al. (2016) [38]. Both suites use P-SPH to model the evolution of the gas and the

exact same stellar feedback implementation. There are slight differences in the mass

resolutions: SF ranges from 5×103 M⊙ to 2.6×105 M⊙ for baryons and 2.5×104 M⊙ to

1.5× 106 M⊙for dark matter, where as MF uses 3× 104 M⊙ for baryons and 1.7× 105

M⊙ for dark matter. The main difference is the halo mass of galaxies simulated. SF

contains galaxies with halo mass ranging from 1011 M⊙ to 1013 M⊙ at z = 0. MF,

hence the name, simulated larger galaxies with z = 0 halo masses of ∼ 1014 M⊙.

For each suite, several snapshots are analyzed. These span almost the entire age
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Identify halo and all
stars and gas within it

Calculate intrinsic spec-
trum of star particle

Calculate column density of
dust, ndust, between star par-
ticle and edge of simulation

Use radiative transfer
equation to calculate Labs

LIR,particle = ⟨Labs⟩directions

LIR=
∑

LIR,particle

Choose new
direction

Repeat for each
star particle
in galaxy

Figure 2.3: An overview of the algorithm described in § 2.2 is shown.

of the universe and encompass all phases of galaxy evolution. For SF, snapshots at z =

3, 2.2, 1.4, 0.8 and 0 are used. MF includes snapshots at z = 6, 5, 4, 3, 2.2, 2.1 and 2.

The MF suite terminates its simulations at redshift two. This is because FIRE does

not include the physics of AGN. AGN are known to exist ubiquitously in massive

galaxies at z < 2 [39]. Like stellar feedback, AGN imparts energy and momentum

onto the gas in the galaxy which prohibits it from forming stars [6]. Galaxies with

AGN have essentially no star formation activity. Since this is not included, MF would

over predict the stellar mass of massive galaxies at low redshift. SF simulates less

massive galaxies, not known to host AGN, thus is not prone to this weakness. The

simulations contain the main halo and often several sub-halos. These are less massive

halos that exist within the volume of the simulation. For each snapshot, there is

a catalog of dark matter halos are identified within the volume. To avoid analyzing

spurious halos, only halos containing more than 2000 star particles are analyzed. This
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criterion ensures each halo analyzed contains a galaxy.

2.3 Results

Figure 2.4 displays the SFR100Myr vs. LIR of all galaxies analyzed. SFR100Myr is

the 100 Myr averaged star formation and is calculated by summing the mass of all

star particles with age less than 100 Myr and dividing by 100 Myr. This timescale

is consistent with the age of stars that the IR luminosity traces. Unless otherwise

specified, whenever SFR or SFRtrue is used this implies SFR100Myr. Any galaxy that is

found to have LIR < 10−5 L⊙ or SFR100Myr = 0 is not considered for this analysis. Also

displayed is the moving average of LIR as a function of SFR along with the SFR to

LIR conversion following from the K98 model. For consistency, we derive a conversion

factor based on the Py-FSPS package and Chabrier IMF used to calculate LIR. The

luminosity for a stellar population with age of 100 Myr and a constant star formation

history is calculated and the conversion factor is found to be 1.66 × 10−10M⊙yr−1

L⊙
.

This is within the range of conversion factors used in other studies and allows for

self-consistency of ours [58, 59].

At first glance, our results shown in Fig. 2.4 broadly agree with the K98 model. As

SFR increases, LIR also increases in an approximately linear relationship. However,

upon closer inspection, there are two main difference between our data and the K98

model: The moving medians are generally at a higher LIR then the K98 model at a

given SFR and there is a large amount of scatter in LIR at a given SFR. These two

differences will be discussed and highlighted in the following paragraphs and figures.

The difference between the simulated sample and the K98 model is not uniform.

When binned in SFR, the moving median agrees well at high SFR but begins to

diverge at SFR < 1 M⊙yr
−1. The moving median lies above the K98 model in the

low SFR regime. The opposite behavior is observed when the sample is binned in

LIR. The sample and K98 model agree at LIR < 109 L⊙ but the moving median lies

higher than the model at larger luminosities. If a galaxy lies at a higher LIR then

what is predicted by the K98 model, this implies the K98 model is over predicting the
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Figure 2.4: SFR vs LIR for is shown for the entire sample of simulated galaxies. The
K98 conversion, the moving median of our sample as a function of SFR and LIRis
also displayed. When binned in LIR or SFR the median does not always agree but in
general they tend to lie above the K98 line.

SFR. The simple linear conversion from the K98 model produces a higher SFR than

the true SFR of a galaxy. The SFR of a galaxy calculated from the K98 model will

be referred to as SFRIR and is calculated simply as SFRIR = K98 × LIR. To compare

this to the true SFR, the SFR residual (SFRRes) is defined as:

SFR residual = SFRRes =
SFRIR

SFRTrue

(2.5)

For the moving average shown in Fig. 2.4, since it consistently lies above the K98

model, SFRIR is larger than SFRTrue, and the SFRResof our sample will on average

be greater than one. This implies the simple linear conversion implied by the K98

model on average overestimates the SFR of galaxies.
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Figure 2.5: The figure displays the mean SFRRes as a function of LIR and SFR. The
error bars represent the standard error of the sample in each bin. SFRRes decreases as
both quantities increase, however it peaks higher when the galaxy sample is binned
in LIR

Figure 2.5 shows the average SFR residual in SFR and LIR bins. The error bars

represent the standard error in each bin. The right panel displays at low SFR the SFR

residual is at its highest at approximately two and then decreases as SFR increase until

SFR = 10 M⊙yr
−1. At SFR > 50 M⊙yr

−1 the SFR residual is consistent with one.

This behavior mirrors what is seen in Fig. 2.4. The left panel shows similar behavior

of the SFR residual when galaxies are binned instead in LIR. At LIR < 109 L⊙ the

SFR residual is at it’s largest, approximately 3.5. It then monotonically decreases as

LIR increases to reach just below 1.5 at LIR > 1012 L⊙. Unlike when binned in SFR,

the SFR residual is always larger than one when it is binned in LIR. It is worth note

that there are only 6 galaxies in the sample with LIR> 1012 L⊙ . A larger sample is
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necessary to draw meaningful conclusions about this extremely bright population.
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Figure 2.6: The distribution of LIR/SFR for the simulated sample in three different
SFR bins is shown. The red line displays a log-normal fit to each distribution and the
black dotted like is the inverse of the K98 conversion factor used Each distribution is
well fit by a log-normal except for a long tail at low LIR/SFR.

Along with the over estimation of SFRtrue, there is substantial scatter of our

sample at a given LIR or SFR. To quantify this figure 2.6 shows the distribution of

LIR/SFR in low, medium and high SFR regimes. A log-normal fit to each distribution

is also shown. The magnitude of the scatter is the smallest in the high SFR regime

at 0.31 dex. This increases to 0.42 and 0.62 in the medium and low SFR regime

respectively. A log-normal distribution is shown to provide a good fit in all three

regimes however, there is a tail to low LIR/SFR values. This is most evident in the

medium SFR regime. This population of galaxies is visible in Fig. 2.4 with SFR

between 1 M⊙yr
−1 and 10 M⊙yr

−1 with LIR < 108 L⊙. This is up to three orders of
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magnitude lower than what is expected from the K98 model and the sample mean.
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Figure 2.7: The scatter in the distribution of LIR/SFR is shown as a function of
LIR and SFR. This is the logarithmic scatter and is shown in orders of magnitude
(dex). This is found by fitting log-normal distributions to each distribution. The
error bars represent the error in this least-squares fit.

The one sigma standard deviation of LIR/SFR (σ
(

LIR

SFR

)
) over a range of SFR and

LIR bins is shown in Figure 2.7. This is the logarithmic scatter and is calculated by

fitting a log-normal function to the LIR/SFR distribution in each bin, similar to what

is displayed in Fig. 2.6. Both curves generally decrease with increasing SFR or LIR,

although there is a strong spike at SFR ∼ 10 M⊙yr
−1 and a less pronounced peak at

LIR∼ 5 × 1011 L⊙. σ
(

LIR

SFR

)
is lowest in the brightest and most actively star forming

population at < 0.2 dex. When binned in LIR, it peaks at a standard deviation of

∼ 1.1 dex compared to 0.6 when the sample is binned in SFR.
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To further understand the physical origin of the behavior of LIR/SFR, we investi-

gate the contribution of old and young stellar populations to LIR. The contribution

to LIR from young stars, defined by age < 100 Myr, will be labeled LIR,young and

similarly LIR,old the contribution of stars older than 100 Myr. This is not the direct

light observed from these populations but the power emitted by them that is absorbed

by dust in the ISM and re-emitted. The K98 model assumes that only young stars

contribute to LIR. In this simple model, by the times stars are old, their birth cloud

is disrupted and there is a negligible dust column density. Thus the true SFR can be

calculated as: SFRtrue = K98 × LIR,young. From this we can define a simple model to

formulate SFRRes in terms of LIR,young from Eq. 2.5.

SFRRes =
SFRIR

SFRtrue

=
K98× LIR

K98× LIR,young

=

(
LIR,young

LIR

)−1

(2.6)

This equation relates SFRRes to
LIR,young

LIR
; the fractional contribution to LIR from

young stars or the young fraction. With the algorithm used, we can separate the con-

tribution from old and young stars. If the main mechanism causing SFRIR to overes-

timate the true SFR is the contribution of old stars, the SFRRes of our sample should

follow the relationship stated in Eqn. 2.6. In figure 2.8 SFRRes is plotted against the

LIR young fraction for the sample of simulated galaxies along with the simple model

derived above. There is a weak negative correlation of SFRRes with LIR young frac-

tion. This signifies that when old stars contribute more to LIR, SFRIR overestimates

the true SFR by a larger amount. Yet, the data does not agree well with the simple

model we have derived. Especially at low young fraction, the model overestimates

the data by two orders of magnitude. The model and mean of the sample agree rel-

atively well when the young fraction approaches one but there is a large spread in

SFRRes values. This significant scatter at a fixed LIR young fraction implies there is

another mechanism affecting the behavior of SFRRes.

To investigate the discrepancy between the data and model shown in Fig. 2.8 we
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Figure 2.8: SFRRes is plotted against the fractional contribution of young stars to the
IR luminosity. The simple model described in Eqn.2.6 is also displayed. Although
there is a weak negative correlation between SFRRes and the young fraction, our
simple model does not explain what is observed.

define the young fraction residual (YFres):

YFres =
SFRRes

(young fraction)−1
(2.7)

This is the discrepancy between the actual SFRRes and that predicted by Eqn. 2.6

based on the young fraction. This metric quantifies the discrepancy between the K98

model considering the contribution of old stars and what is observed. In figure 2.9

we plot YFres versus two physical quantities of the simulated galaxies: the absorbed

fraction and the slope of the star formation history (SFH α). The absorbed frac-

tion (fabs) is the fraction of the intrinsic luminosity of stars that is absorbed and is

calculated simply as LIR/Lbol. To asses the behavior of the recent star formation
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history, we re-bin the SFR into four 25 Myr wide bins spanning the previous 100 Myr

before the snapshot. If no stars have formed in a given time bin, the SFR is set to

10−6 M⊙yr
−1and galaxies that contain zero star formation in two or more time bins

are not analyzed. We then fit a simple power law of the from SFR ∝ tα. A positive

SFH α implies the SFR of a given galaxy has been rising for the previous 100 Myr

prior to the snapshot. Similarly, a negative SFH α implies the SFR of the galaxy has

been recently declining. This measure contains no information about the long-term

evolution of the galaxy only the most recent 100 Myr.

Figure 2.9 displays a very tight positive correlation between YFres and fabs at low

values of fabs (< 10−1). At higher values, there is still a reasonable correlation between

the two variables but a considerably larger amount of scatter is introduced. YFres also

shows a positive correlation with α between the values of -5 and +5. When |α| is
greater than five there is a large amount of scatter in YFres at a given α. Almost all

values that have a YFres> 1 also show a positive SFH α, i.e. the top left quadrant

of the plot is empty. The correlations between YFres and fabs or α implies the young

fraction is not the sole physical mechanism responsible for determining. These two

quantities also correlate with SFRRes, but it is a noticeably weaker correlation as more

scatter is introduced. The scatter in YFres is well explained by fabs and the slope of the

recent star formation history however, these may not be the only physical quantities

that can explain the behaviour of YFres.

2.4 Discussion

Studies that have investigated the IR properties of simulated galaxies often use a

Monte Carlo approach to radiative transfer modeling [45, 77, 14]. This involves tracing

many individual photons from each source. In simulated galaxies, the sources are stars

and dust in the ISM acts as the absorber/scatterer. As each photon propagates, the

density and physical properties of dust at the given position dictate the probability it

is absorbed or scattered. Photons are traced until they are absorbed or exit the galaxy.

Dust, when heated, acts as an additional source of photons. Many photons from each
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Figure 2.9: The young fraction residual (YFres) is plotted against the absorbed frac-
tion (fabs) and the slope of the recent star formation history (α). YFresis the dis-
crepancy between the data and the model shown in Fig. 2.8 and is calculated using
Eqn. 2.7. Both variables, fabs and α, correlate well with YFres.

source are traced until the synthetic SED is converged. Arbitrary precision can be

achieved with increasing number of photons traced but it is extremely costly. It is also

an incredibly flexible method as new physics can be added simply as additional sources

or absorbing/scattering probabilities. Examples of publicly available Monte Carlo

radiative transfer codes for studying galaxies are SUNRISE [56] or HYPERION [85],

which are used in the studies cited above.

The main advantage of the method used in this study has over traditional Monte

Carlo methods is the computational cost. This allows us to estimate LIR for a large

sample of galaxies with different characteristics. As mentioned, we can also easily

asses the contribution to LIR from different stellar populations. Although this is not
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theoretically impossible with Monte Carlo codes, it would be non-trivial to implement.

However, since our model is more simplistic many features are lost. Notably, we do

not calculate the shape of the IR SED, only the total luminosity. This is sufficient

for this study since we are only interested in the LIR-SFR correlation. Synthetic

SEDs could be calculated using the framework derived but would require detailed

modeling of the dust temperature and emission. Although not universally applicable,

the simple model described in § 2.2 offers many advantages for investigating the LIR-

SFR correlation.

When binned in SFR and LIR, SFRRes displays slightly different behavior. This

is a result of the distribution of LIR

SFR
not being centered around the K98 conversion

factor. Fig. 2.6 shows the log normal distribution peak at high LIR

SFR
values than the

K98 model predicts. A galaxy is more likely to scatter up into a LIR bin for a lower

SFR than what is expected than it is to scatter down from a higher SFR. For this

reason, the mean SFRRes in LIR bins is generally higher than similar SFR bins. This

is also affected by the presence of the extremely low SFRRes galaxies at SFR ∼ 5

M⊙yr
−1. When binned in LIRsince the lower limit is 108 L⊙, these galaxies do not

contribute. If binned in SFR instead, these galaxies decrease the mean SFRRes. The

distribution of LIR

SFR
leads to the different behavior if galaxies are binned in SFR or

LIR.

Increasing SFRRes with decreasing SFR has also been in observational studies.

Totani et al. (2011) [104] use SED fitting to derive accurate star formation rates and

compare to LIR for local galaxies in the Sloan Digital Sky Survey. They find broad

agreement between SFRIR and SFRtrue at SFR > 1 M⊙yr
−1, but find consistent

overestimation at lower SFRs. Utomo et al. (2014) [106] preform a similar analysis

except for galaxies at 0.5 < z < 2. They find consistent overestimation at SFR

< 10M⊙yr
−1, growing at lower SFRs which reaches over an order of magnitude at

SFR ∼ 1 M⊙yr
−1. Both studies attribute this effect to significant dust heating from

old stars. At lower luminosities, a relatively small amount of dust heating by old stars

can contribute a large fraction to LIR. However the results from this study, as shown
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in Fig. 2.8, suggest that dust heating from old stars may not be the only contributing

factor to LIRoverestimating SFR.

It is also observed that low SFR galaxies have a larger σ
(

LIR

SFR

)
. In the FIRE

simulations, these galaxies are known to exhibit an incredibly variable SFH [94, 49].

Often a full burst quench cycle happens on a time scale of ∼ 100 Myr. This violates

one of the assumptions for using LIR as a SFR indicator; that there is a constant star

formation history over the past 100 Myr. This is an inherent uncertainty when a time-

averaged measure of SFR is used. More massive galaxies, with higher SFRs, in the

simulation suite have smoother star-formation histories therefore are less susceptible

to this error and show a smaller σ
(

LIR

SFR

)
.

Interestingly the contribution from old stars is not the sole mechanism driving

the behavior of σ
(

LIR

SFR

)
. Fig. 2.8 displays that while there is a marginal correlation

between the IR young fraction and SFRRes, there is a significant amount of scatter.

Figure 2.9 shows this scatter is well explained by fabs and the SFH slope. At low

YFres, there is a strong positive correlation with fabs. The physical interpretation

is that these galaxies have an extremely low dust column density and therefore a

large faction of photons from young stars are not absorbed. This breaks one of the

assumptions of the K98 model and leads to a severe underestimation of SFR from

LIR. At absorbed fraction, the positive YFres can be explained by analyzing the star

formation history. All galaxies with a YFres> 1 also have a positive SFH α meaning

theirs SFRs have been recently rising. This breaks another assumption of the K98

model, that SFR has been constant for the past 100 Myr. An increasing SFH allows

the youngest and brightest stars to contribute a significant amount to LIR while the

SFR100Myr is depressed by the low SFR at earlier times. The result is a low SFR100Myr

while LIR will remain high, leading to SFRRes> 1. The absorbed fraction and the SFH

are likely correlated so it is difficult to determine which is more important in driving

the scatter in SFR/LIRbut we have shown that the contribution from old stars is not

the only physical mechanism.
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Although previous studies have investigated the LIR-SFR correlation in simu-

lations, this is the most complete sample spanning galaxy properties and epochs.

Narayanan et al. (2015) [77] attempt to reproduce SMGs by simulating massive ha-

los from z = 6 − 2. Although not the main objective of the study, they present a

SFRtrue vs. SFRIR plot. Good agreement is seen at SFRs between 102 M⊙yr
−1 and

103 M⊙yr
−1, while at higher SFRs the IR luminosity consistently overestimate the

SFR by a factor of two. We also find good agreement between SFRIR and SFRtrue

at ≲ 103M⊙yr
−1 but our galaxy sample is sparse at SFR> 102 M⊙yr

−1 and contains

no galaxies at greater than 103 M⊙yr
−1. Hayward et al. (2014) [45] run idealized

simulations of isolated disks and major mergers then post-process with SUNRISE to

extract synthetic spectra. They find that in isolated disks the IR luminosity accu-

rately traces the SFR but not in mergers, specifically after the galaxies first collide.

The overestimation is approximately one order of magnitude and lasts for > 1 Gyr.

Both studies attribute the overestimation to significant dust heating by old stars.

Camps et al. (2016) [14] preforms dust radiative transfer on z = 0 galaxies in the

EAGLE simulation. They find good agreement between LIR and SFR except for a

population of galaxies at SFR< 1 M⊙yr
−1. For these galaxies, LIR overestimates

SFR and the authors attribute this to emission from diffuse dust in the outskirts

of the galaxy. This study generally agrees with previous, more specific, studies of

the SFR-LIR correlation in simulated galaxies and expands to a more encompassing

sample.

These results urge caution when interpreting observations of galaxies, specifically

LIR limited surveys. Selecting IR bright galaxies may not ensure that they have large

SFRs as is canonically believed. In the simulated galaxy sample there are 84 luminous

infrared galaxies (LIRGs, 1011L⊙ < LIR < 1012 L⊙). Based on K98, LIRGs should

have SFRs of 15 M⊙yr
−1 to 150 M⊙yr

−1 however, about one third (27 of 84) of our

sample of LIRGs have SFR < 10 M⊙yr
−1. This is caused by the large spread of SFR

at a given LIR, shown in Fig. 2.7. In our simulation sample, and what is observed,

the number of galaxies decreases monotonically as LIR increases [69]. Thus, it is more
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likely for galaxies with low SFR to scatter to a higher LIR than it is for high SFR

galaxies to scatter down, due to the shape of the LIR/SFR distribution and because

there are more galaxies at low SFR. This bias should be considered when analyzing

results of LIRselected galaxy surveys.

The main issue with a simple conversion for LIR to SFR is that there are many

factors that control LIR. Previous studies have shown that both the SFR, the dust

mass (Mdust) and the dust temperature set the IR luminosity and SED shape of a

galaxy. These quantities are all correlated at some level, however these relationships

are not necessarily one-to-one and there may be a significant amount of scatter [62].

Recent studies have suggested that SFR alone is not sufficient to estimate LIR and

that a secondary term, such as Mdust, is required to accurately fit the IR SED. [87, 44].

The FIRE simulations also do not include the physics of AGN feedback, which has

been shown to be a significant source of dust heating in some galaxies and could

further skew the K98 conversion [76]. Due to the complex nature of galaxies, a simple

integrated luminosity does not contain enough information to accurately estimate the

SFR in all cases.

Broad band SED fitting offers a more sophisticated method to estimate the SFR.

These include publicly available codes such as CIGALE [78] or MAGPHYS [29],

for example. These codes draw from a template SEDs, stellar population and dust

attenuation models to fit the entire SED of a galaxy. Ideally this will contain data

points ranging from the UV to the IR. Observations in the UV-visible regions help

constrain star formation histories, stellar mass and dust attenuation. IR observations

help estimate Mdust and the amount of obscured star formation. SED fitting codes

have shown promise to accurately predict properties of galaxies however there are

many implicit assumptions and the results are likely sensitive to the assumed dust

and stellar population models [91]. Another alternative to estimate SFR is to measure

certain emission line luminosities. For example [CII] which measures cool dense gas

that stars form out of [33]. The physical process which drive emission lines is not

completely understood and they are difficult to calibrate. Unfortunately, with all
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methods to estimate SFR, there are biases and shortcomings that must be understood

and considered. Where possible, it is best to estimate SFR through multiple means

to compare and contrast the results.

2.5 Conclusion

In this study, we have developed a simple, light and flexible method to estimate

LIR from hydrodynamic simulations of galaxies. This method calculates LIR by es-

timating the luminosity originating from each star particle that will be absorbed by

dust. Thus, we can distinguish between the contributions of different stellar popu-

lations to the IR luminosity. The algorithm is then applied to the FIRE simulation

suite with the goal to investigate commonly used K98 LIR to SFR conversion. The

main conclusions of the study are as follows:

• We find that the SFR inferred from LIR by the K98 model (SFRIR) generally

overestimates the true SFR. The overestimation is higher in lower SFR galaxies.

At < 1 M⊙yr
−1, there is on average a factor of ∼ 2 overestimation, while at

SFR > 10M⊙yr
−1, SFRIRbroadly agrees with the true SFR. This trend has also

been seen in observational studies.

• There is significant scatter in LIR/SFR, with σ
(

LIR

SFR

)
reaching as high as one

order of magnitude at LIR < 109 L⊙. σ
(

LIR

SFR

)
decreases with increasing SFR or

LIR, reaching ∼ 0.2 dex at LIR > 1012 L⊙. This is likely caused by low SFR

galaxies exhibiting a more variable SFH than massive galaxies.

• The distribution of SFRRes (
SFRIR

SFRtrue
) is not well explained solely by contribution

from old stars. This is shown as a large scatter in SFRRes at a given LIR young

fraction. We find that this scatter is well explained by differences in absorbed

fraction and the slope of recent star formation history. Contribution from old

stars is not the sole factor in determining SFRRes.

The idea that LIR is an imperfect tracer of SFR is not new, Kennicutt himself

acknowledged several possible problems in his original work, suggesting it may not be
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suitable for all galaxies. Yet, since a simple LIR to SFR conversion is widely used it is

crucial to understand it’s flaws and biases. In general, the results of this study urge

caution when interpreting IR observations of galaxies. Especially surveys which select

galaxies based on a limiting LIR. The shape of LIR/SFR distribution may cause a

non-uniform sample of galaxies being analyzed. When interpreting SFRs of galaxies,

it is important to compare and contrast different methods of estimation, such as SED

fitting, LIR or emission lines. Each method has it’s on inherit biases and flaws which

should be acknowledged.
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Chapter 3

SPT2349-56: A Massive and Active Proto-cluster Core

3.1 Introduction

The south pole telescope (SPT) is a 10m telescope located at the south pole. It

observes at millimeter wavelengths and is designed to survey large portions of the

sky [113]. SPT completed its first major survey in the fall of 2011 and scanned

> 2500 deg2 at wavelengths of 1.4 mm, 2 mm and 3 mm. The main scientific goal

of this survey was to search for galaxy clusters by looking for distortions in the

cosmic microwave background caused by the Sunyaev-Zel’dovich effect [9]. This effect

measure distortions in the cosmic microwave background caused be hot gas (T > 107

K) in the center of galaxy clusters. A secondary result of this project was a catalog

millimeter point sources.

Viera et al. (2010) [108] presented a catalog of such sources which had dust like

SEDs in the three observed SPT bands. Later they discovered these sources were

SMGs at high-redshift that were gravitationally lensed by foreground galaxies. This

boosts the observed flux of the SMGs by a factor of 5-20 [109]. In a series of studies the

lensing of these galaxies was modeled and numerous observations accrued [95, 100].

These SMGs provide an interesting view into galaxies formation in the early universe.

Gravitational lensing boosts the observed flux which allows many previously difficult

observations to become feasible. The SPT-SMG catalog has provided a unique op-

portunity to study SMGs in great detail.

While over 90% of SPT-SMGs show evidence of being gravitationally lensed, a

small population do not. Follow up observations did not discover a foreground galaxy

which could be lensing the SMG, implying these systems are intrinsically very bright.

These unlensed sources are incredibly interesting as they could represent some of the
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brightest mm/sub-mm systems in the high-redshift universe. In particular the source

SPT2349-56 ( or SPT2349 ) was shown to be of different nature than the other

unlensed sources. High resolution but shallow S870µm imaging showed that SPT2349

consists of at least five individual SMGs, and a redshift search found z = 4.3 [95, 100].

These initial results suggest that SPT2349 could represent a proto-cluster in the early

universe.

In this study, we present detailed follow-up observations of SPT2349-56. The

primary data was observed at the Atacama large millimeter array (ALMA) aiming

to measure 1.1 mm continuum along with CO(4-3) and [CII] emission lines. Obser-

vational details and results are shown in §3.2. In §3.3 we compare SPT2349-56 to

similar sub-mm luminous proto-clusters. The observations and comparisons are then

discussed and summarized in §3.5.

3.2 Observations

The main observations used in this work were taken at the Atacama large millimeter

array (ALMA)1. This is a millimeter/sub-millimeter interferometer located in Chile

on the Chajnantor plateau. There are over fifty individual 12m dishes that act as a

single telescope and can be arranged to cover up to 16 km. This greatly increases

the baseline and therefore the resolution of the images. It is the most sensitive and

highest resolution mm/sub-mm instrument that exists. Apart from images at different

wavelengths, it can also use a spectral scan mode. This scans a field across a given

frequency range, up to 4 GHz. The result is a data cube with 3 dimensions: the 2

on-sky directions and frequency.

The primary 1.1 mm imaging for this work was obtained under an ALMA Cycle

4 program (2016.0.00236.T; PI: S. Chapman) targeting SPT2349-56. The source was

observed on December 14th, 2016 in a 40-2 array configuration with baseline lengths

of 15m-459m and total on source integration time of 21.67 minutes. Ceres and J2357-

5311 were used as flux and phase calibrators respectively. The [CII] line was observed

1http://www.almaobservatory.org/en/home/
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Figure 3.1: ALMA 1.1 mm image displaying the 12 sources detected at > 5σ labeled
A-L. Black (Blue) contours show the integrated CO(4-3) ([CII]) flux for each source
at 60% and 90%. The dotted black line shows where the primary beam is 50% the
maximum.

at as part of the same ALMA project on March 23rd, 2017. Again, using Band-7,

356 GHz to 360 GHz was scanned. The setup used a 40-2 array configuration with

baselines of 16m-459m. There was a on-source integration time of 13.6 min using

J2357-5311 as both the flux and phase calibrator. Observation of CO(4-3) (86 GHz

- 88 GHz) was taken using ALMA band 3 under Cycle 3 program 2015.1.01543.T

(PI: K. Lacaille). Data was taken on June 24th, 2016 with a 47.37 min integration

time. The array used 36 antennas with baselines ranging from 15m to 704m. Pallas

and J2343-5626 were used to calibrate the flux and phase respectively. Data was

processed using the standard ALMA pipeline using natural beam weighting.

The 1.1 mm image is displayed in Figure 3.1. The black dotted line displays

the FWHM of the primary beam. The primary beam can be thought of as the

noise in the image as a function of distance from the center of the field. The noise
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increases with distance approximately following a Gaussian. 12 individual sources

detected using the Source Extractor software package [48]. They are labeled A-L

with decreasing 1.1mm flux (S1.1mm). S1.1mm ranges from 0.23 mJy to 4.63 mJy 2.

All sources are detected with a signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) greater than five. Even

though sources D & E lie outside the FWHM of the primary beam they are sufficiently

bright to overcome the increasing noise. All of the sources lie with a 12′′ radius3 with

a maximum physical separation of 150 kpc. All 12 sources have line detections in

CO(4-3) and/or [CII]. Contours show the 60% and 90% levels of the integrated CO(4-

3) or [CII] line. High resolution imaging shows that SPT2349 has revealed it consists

of at least 12 individual SMGs.

The CO(4-3) and [CII] spectra for the 12 SMGs are displayed in Figure 3.2.

Frequency is converted to velocity using the radio velocity definition, shown below.

V = c

(
1− ν

ν0

)
(3.1)

Where V is the velocity, c is the speed of light, ν is the frequency and ν0 is the

expected frequency of the line. This is the red shifted frequency of CO(4-3) or [CII]

emission i.e. 460 GHz / (1 + 4.3) = 87 GHz and 1.9 THz /(1 + 4.3) = 358 GHz

respectively. Spectra are extracted from the center of the line emission for each SMG

(This does not necessarily align with the 1.1mm emission but is never offset by more

the 1′′). Spectra are then smoothed using a Gaussian kernel with FWHM = 100

km s−1.

Figure 3.2 displays that not all of the 12 SMGs are detected in both CO(4-3) and

[CII]. Seven SMGs ( A,B,C,D,F,I and J) are detected with SNR greater that five in

both CO(4-3) and [CII]. In these sources, the two spectra agree well with each other.

The SMGs H, K and L are only detected in [CII]. G and E are only detected in CO(4-

3) although, E is marginally detected in [CII] at 2.6σ. It lies ∼ 13′′ from the center

of the field increasing the noise by a factor of ∼ 3. Extra care was taken when fitting

21 Jy = 10−26 W m−2 Hz−1

31 arc second (′′) = 1/60 arc minute (′) = 1/3600 deg
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source G as there is significant contamination from galaxy C at V ∼ 1000 km s−1.

The true spectrum of G is the smaller peak at V ∼ 0 km s−1. Gaussian profiles

are fit to each line using a least squares method. The velocity dispersions (σV) of

the SMGs is extracted from the gaussian fit and are found to be typically ∼ 200

km s−1, with the largest, galaxy D, reaching ∼ 450 km s−1. Through spectroscopy

of CO(4-3) or [CII], all 12 SMGs are confirmed to be at z ∼ 4.3 and members of the

same proto-cluster.

The relative velocity (∆V ) of each galaxy is extracted as the peak of the Gaussian

profile and is also displayed on each panel in Fig. 3.2. Where detected, ∆V is taken

from the CO(4-3) spectra. From the distribution of ∆V , the cluster dispersion is

calculated to be 496±141 km s−1. Using the virial theorem and the cluster dispersion

we calculate a proto-cluster mass of 2.3± 1.5× 1013 M⊙.

The field around SPT2349 has also been observed in the near-IR. The Infrared

Array Camera (IRAC) on board the Spitzer Space Telescope observed at 3.6µm and

4.5µm on August 2nd, 2009. K-band (λeff = 2.2µm) were obtained from the Giant

Magellan Telescope (GMT). These observations was obtained under large programs

to follow-up SPT-SMG sources. Greve et al. (2012) [42] obtained observation of

SPT2349 using large APEX bolometer array camera (LABOCA). LABOCA images

the sky at 870 µm but with lower sensitivity and resolution then ALMA (∼ 20

′′ compared to ∼ 0.5 ′′ ).

Near-IR imaging of SPT2349 is shown in Figure 3.3. The location and relative

sizes of the sources A-L are overlaid on each image. None of the 12 sources are

detected in the 2.2 µm image. Five sources (A,C,E,J and K) are detected at 3.6 µm,

while four (A,C,E and K) are detected at 4.5 µm. Figure 3.4 displays a false color

image consisting of these three wavelengths and contours representing the extended

870 µm emission observed by LABOCA. This 870 µm emission separates into two

sources: A brighter and larger southern source and a fainter northern source. The

high resolution 1.1mm ALMA observations only covers the center of the southern

LABOCA source, whose 870µm flux is measured in Greve et al. (2012) [42] to be
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Figure 3.2: Displaying CO(4-3) and [CII] spectrum of for all 12 SMGs, centered at z =
4.3. CO(4-3) spectra are shown in yellow and [CII] spectrum is shown in black. [CII]
spectra are depressed by a factor of ten to display alongside the CO(4-3) spectra. The
red arrow for each shows the measured velocity offset for each SMG. This is found by
fitting a Gaussian to each line profile.
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Figure 3.3: Near-IR imaging at 2.2 µm, 3.6 µm and 4.5 µm of SPT2349-56 is shown.
The circles display the location and relative sizes of the proto-cluster SMGs A-L. No
sources are detected at 2.2 µm, while five are detected at 3.6 µm and four at 4.5 µm.
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56 ± 10 mJy. There is also an elongated northern source present in the LABOCA

image whose 870µm flux is measured to be 32± 5 mJy. Our current high-resolution

ALMA observations only cover a portion of the southern LABOCA source, with the

full extent of the 870 µm still to be investigated.

20
Figure 3.4: LABOCA 870 µm contours overlaid on a 4.5 µm, 3.6 µm, 2.2 µm false
color image. Contours represent SNR = 2,5,8 and 11. The white circles show the
location and relative sizes of the 12 galaxies A-L detected in the high-resolution
ALMA imaging.
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Using the set of observations, physical parameters of the galaxies are estimated.

To derive SFR we begin by comparing the 1.1 mm flux of the SMGs A,B,C,G and F

to their 870 µm flux found in Spilker et al. (2016) [95]. We derive a mean S870µm to

S1.1mm ratio of 1.5± 0.2 which we then use to estimate S1.1mm for the other galaxies.

Following Barger et al. (2014) [1] we then convert 870 µm flux to SFR using a scaling

of 200M⊙yr−1

mJy
.

Gas mass is calculated from the CO(4-3) line luminosity, which is converted to

CO(1-0) luminosity using r4,1 = 0.41 ± 0.07 found in Bothwell et al. (2013) [11].

We use a conversion factor αCO = 0.8 M⊙
K kms−1 pc2

and multiply by 1.36 to account for

Helium. Dynamical mass of galaxies is found following Bothwell et al. (2013).

Mdyn(M⊙) = 1.56× 106σ2
vR (3.2)

Where σv is the line of sight velocity dispersion, in km s−1 calculated from the Gaus-

sian fit to each line profile and R, the size of the galaxy, is calculated from the FWHM

of each line profile where it reaches 50% of the peak flux, in kpc. We use σv from

the CO(4-3) profile for all sources except H,K and L, where the [CII] profile is used

because CO(4-3) is not detected.
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Table 3.1: Summarizing all observations of the 12 proto-cluster SMGs identified in the high resolution 1.1mm image.

Source RA (H:M:S) DEC (deg:M:S)
1.1 mm

flux (mJy)
870 µm

flux (mJy)
3.6 µm

flux (µ Jy)
4.5 µm

flux (µ Jy)
CO(4-3) flux
(Jy km/s)

[CII] Luminosity
(109 L⊙)

A 23:49:42.672 -56:38:19.32 4.63 ± 0.04 8.80 ± 0.25 13.8 ± 0.7 7.5 ± 1.4 0.980 ± 0.030 5.24 ± 0.15
B 23:49:42.792 -56:38:24 4.35 ± 0.04 6.40 ± 0.27 - - 0.910 ± 0.030 4.47 ± 0.13
C 23:49:42.84 -56:38:25.08 2.69 ± 0.04 4.20 ± 0.37 34.35 ± 0.9 26.4 ± 1.8 0.550 ± 0.020 2.63 ± 0.10
D 23:49:41.424 -56:38:22.56 2.20 ± 0.08 3.50 ± 0.56 - - 0.680 ± 0.040 2.15 ± 0.46
E 23:49:41.232 -56:38:24.36 2.12 ± 0.11 3.23 ± 0.48 10.6± 0.6 2.6 ± 1.4 0.400 ± 0.020 2.06 ± 0.74
F 23:49:42.144 -56:38:25.8 1.69 ± 0.05 2.00 ± 0.39 - - 0.300 ± 0.040 2.54 ± 0.21
G 23:49:42.744 -56:38:25.08 1.11 ± 0.04 1.60 ± 0.39 - - 0.130 ± 0.020 -
H 23:49:43.464 -56:38:26.16 0.85 ± 0.05 1.30 ± 0.20 - - - 2.16 ± 0.18
I 23:49:42.216 -56:38:28.32 0.78 ± 0.05 1.19 ± 0.19 - - 0.180 ± 0.030 1.89 ± 0.19
J 23:49:43.224 -56:38:30.12 0.61 ± 0.06 0.93 ± 0.16 5.0 ± 0.5 - 0.150 ± 0.020 2.25 ± 0.17
K 23:49:42.96 -56:38:17.88 0.34 ± 0.04 0.52 ± 0.10 7.3 ± 0.5 4.6 ± 1.0 - 1.51 ± 0.10
L 23:49:42.384 -56:38:25.8 0.23 ± 0.04 0.35 ± 0.08 - - - 1.65 ± 0.12
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Table 3.2: Summarizing known physical properties of the 12 proto-cluster SMGs
identified in the high resolution 1.1mm image.

Source ∆V (km s−1) SFR (M⊙yr
−1) Mgas (10

9 M⊙) Mdyn (1011 M⊙)
A 138 ± 40 1760 ± 443 20.1 ± 3.5 9.18 ± 0.62
B 106 ± 33 1280 ± 325 18.6 ± 3.3 8.72 ± 0.44
C 832 ± 14 840 ± 223 11.2 ± 2.0 1.66 ± 0.07
D 201 ± 54 700 ± 208 13.9 ± 2.5 16.22 ± 1.30
E 313 ± 26 647 ± 188 8.2 ± 1.5 3.20 ± 0.17
F 620 ± 103 400 ± 127 6.1 ± 1.3 9.34 ± 1.71
G -79 ± 44 320 ± 112 2.6 ± 0.6 0.64 ± 0.21
H -492 ± 28 259 ± 76 - 1.79 ± 0.23
I 541 ± 90 238 ± 70 3.8 ± 0.9 4.94 ± 0.90
J -257 ± 40 186 ± 56 3.1 ± 0.7 1.21 ± 0.17
K 862 ± 12 104 ± 33 - 0.62 ± 0.05
L -147 ± 18 70 ± 24 - 1.09 ± 0.11

Our observations of the 12 proto-cluster galaxies are summarized in Table 3.1

and the known physical properties are shown in Table 3.2. The SFRs of the galaxies

range from 70 M⊙yr
−1 up to 1760 M⊙yr

−1 totaling over 6800 M⊙yr
−1. The proto-

cluster contains 4 galaxies with Mgas over 1010 M⊙ and a total gas mass of 8.8 ×
1010 M⊙. The dynamical masses range from ≲ 1011 M⊙ for the fainter sources to

1.6× 1012 M⊙ for source D. However, some of the brighter sources, specifically A, B

and D show strong evidence of rotation. This would imply that our estimate of the

dynamical mass is inaccurate. Further analysis is required to investigate and quantify

this rotation. SPT2349 contains truly incredible the amount of star formation and

gas mass contained in a small volume.

3.3 Comparison

To compare SPT2349 to other systems we begin by analyzing SMG rich proto-clusters

at 2 < z < 4. The sample will be briefly introduced here but we direct the reader

to the recent compilation from Casey (2016) [20] for more detail. The GOODS-

N proto-cluster at z = 1.99 was originally found by Blain et al. (2004) [8] and

Chapman et al. (2009) [24]. This 10′ by 10′ field in the Hubble Deep Field North

contains 6 SMGs in ∆z = 0.008. The probably of finding this large and overdensity
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being drawn from the field distribution by chance is < 10−2 %. Interestingly only

a modest overdensity of less extreme galaxies is found. MRC1138 was originally

discovered by Kurk et al. (2000) [66]. Follow up observations preformed by Kuiper

et al. (2011) [65] and Dannerbauer et al. (2014) [32] reveled the presence of 5 SMGs

along with an AGN known as the ‘Spiderweb galaxy’. The SSA22 proto-cluster was

one of the first discovered by Steidel et al (1998) [98], it is extremely extended at

z = 3.09 with galaxies extending to greater the 15 Mpc [43]. Sub-mm observations

of the field have revealed a population of at least eight SMGs. [25, 41, 102, 105].

Two distinct proto-clusters have been detected in the COSMOS field at redshifts of

2.1 and 2.47. COSMOS is an incredibly well studied field with over 30 bands of

different wavelength observations available. The z=2.1 proto-cluster was identified

by Yuan et al. (2014) [114] and sub-mm follow-up was preformed by Casey et al.

(2012) [17] and Hung et al. (2016) [54] which revealed nine SMGs spectroscopically

confirmed to reside in the proto-cluster. An overdensity of SMGs, reported by Casey

et al. (2015) [18], signifies another proto-cluster in the COSMOS field at z = 2.47.

This structure contains seven SMGs and is one of the most extended proto-clusters,

covering almost half a degree on the sky.

Recently, there have also been detections of SMG overdensities at z > 4. The first,

GN20 at z = 4.05, was discovered by Daddi et al (2009) [31] through the serendipitous

detection of CO(4-3) from two SMGs. Although there are 5 SMGs present at this

redshift, we focus on the group of 3 SMGs in a group GN20, GN20.2A and GN20.2B

as they are physically separated from the other two. HDF850 contains only a single

SMG along with 11 spectroscopically confirmed members. Redshift confirmation of

z = 5.18 was first presented in Walter et al. (2012) [111]. Similarly the AzTEC-3

overdensity is centered on a single SMG at z = 5.3 with 12 spectroscopically confirmed

members [15]. This is a particularly dense structure with all 13 galaxies residing

within a 0.5′ radius.

To compare SPT2349 to the sample described above, we plot the S870µm number

counts in Figure 3.5. This represents the number density of SMGs above a given
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S870µm in each proto-cluster. The sample described above, SPT2349 and random

field counts from Simpson et al. (2015) [90] are plotted. Error bars are assigned

based on poison noise. SPT2349 stands out far above the rest of the sample and

the field measurements. Across the entire flux range, SPT2349 is approximately 50

times denser than the field measurement and other proto-clusters. While most of the

literature proto-clusters have an approximately 102 deg−2 galaxy density a few stand

out above the rest, namely Aztec3 and GN20. These two proto-clusters have the

most comparable density to SPT2349 at higher fluxes but have no detected galaxies

with S870µm ≲ 8 mJy. They are similar to SPT2349 in that they are constrained to

a small on sky area, however only contain a few luminous SMGs. SPT2349 is shown

to be the densest collection of SMGs ever observed clearly standing out above other

SMG-rich proto-clusters.

Figure 3.6 displays the total S870µm for each proto-cluster vs the on-sky area.

Curve of growth lines show how the flux is built up from individual sources. This is

calculated starting from the mean position of SMGs in each proto-cluster and moving

radially outwards. For SPT2349 we show the 12 SMGs from Fig. 3.1 along with the

sum of the two extended LABOCA sources shown in Fig. 3.4. Although some of

the other proto-clusters have the same or larger total S870µm as SPT2349, they are

significantly more extended. The maximum separation between SMGs in SPT2349

is ∼ 150 kpc. In larger proto-clusters, SSA22 for example, the maximum separation

is on the order of one Megaparsec. This is what drives the discrepancy in the number

density shown in Fig. 3.5. Not that SPT2349 has more SMGs, but simply because

they exist in a much smaller area. It’s on sky area is ∼ 2 × 104 kpc2 compared to

the most extended proto-clusters which reach ∼ 108 kpc2. When the two LABOCA

sources are accounted for SPT2349 rivals some of the most luminous 870 µm systems.

The northern LABOCA source is not yet confirmed at z = 4.3, so more observations

are necessary to investigate.
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Figure 3.5: Displaying the cumulative 870 µm number density for SPT2349 and other
SMG-rich proto-clusters at high redshift. SPT2349 stands out above the rest as the
densest proto-cluster across the entire flux range.
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Also shown on Fig. 3.6 is a theoretical prediction for the most luminous proto-

cluster regions. This is generated by analyzing MultiDark, a dark matter only sim-

ulation originally ran by Prada et al. (2012) [83]. We choose this simulation as it

is one of the largest (2.91 Gpc3) while still resolving SMG-like halos (Mhalo ≈ 1012

M⊙). However, this is only slightly larger than the volume probed by the SPT survey.

A specific snapshot at z = 4.68, the closet publicly available snapshot to z=4.3, is

analyzed. Halo catalogs were created using the Rockstar halo finder, described in

Behroozi et al. (2011) [4]. SFR and M∗ are assigned to dark matter halos using the

abundance matching formalism described in Behroozi et al. (2013) [3]. The prop-

erties are assigned with scatter drawn from a Gaussian distribution with a mean of

2 and standard deviation of 1. This random number is then multiplied by the error

given in Behroozi et al. (2013). This distribution is chosen to simulate the starburst

properties of the galaxies observed in SPT2349. S870µm is calculated from M∗ and

SFR following Hayward et al. (2013) [46]. The formula used is shown below.

S870µm = 0.81 mJy

(
SFR

100 M⊙yr
−1

)0.43(
Mdust

108 M⊙

)0.54

(3.3)

Where S870µm is the observed 870 µ m flux, SFR is the star formation rate and Mdustis

the dust mass. This equation was derived by using idealized hydrodynamic simula-

tions of isolated galaxies and galaxy mergers. Dust Radiative transfer was then

preformed using SUNRISE and this fitting function was derived. The SFR of each

halo is known from the abundance matching calculation and Mdust is estimated from

stellar mass using observed gas fraction and metallicity relations. Once S870µm has

been assigned to each halo, we search the entire snapshot for the most luminous re-

gions. We begin at each independent halo and calculate to total S870µm of all halos

within a given radius r. We record the largest total S870µm in the entire snapshot for

each radius. The mean and 1σ standard deviation of 15 Monte-Carlo iterations is

shown in Fig 3.6.

This prediction severely under predicts the amount of flux present in SPT2349.

Considering only the area probed by the high-resolution ALMA observations, this
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Figure 3.6: The total S870µmof each proto-cluster vs the physical on-sky area is shown
for SPT2349 and other SMG rich proto-clusters at high redshift. Although SPT2349
is not the brightest, it is confined to the smallest area. However, it rivals the bright-
est proto-clusters when the total flux of the two LABOCA sources is considered.
A theoretical prediction for the brightest regions at z ≈ 4.5 is shown to severely
underestimate the flux of SPT2349.

simple model under predicts the amount of observed flux in SPT2349 by 20 mJy.

The situation is worse when the LABOCA sources are considered as there is a ∼
60 mJy discrepancy between the prediction and what is observed. Even when the

abundance matching relations are applied an average of 2 σ above the mean, this

model cannot reproduce the density of SMGs present in SPT2349. The difference

arises not from the individual luminosity of each SMG, but the density of galaxies.

In the simulation, there is no system with greater than 10 galaxies within a 105 kpc2

area. The existence of this dense collection of SMGs puts stringent constraints on

models hoping to explain the evolution of galaxy clusters.
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The mass of the proto-cluster sample is plotted against redshift in Figure 3.7.

Also shown is a collection of massive galaxy clusters at z < 2 [12, 86, 10]. The shaded

region is produced in Chiang et al. (2013) [26], who study proto-clusters by directly

tracking the evolution of halos with Mhalo > 1015M⊙ at z = 0 in N-body simulations.

The ±1σ of the average most massive progenitor at a given redshift is shown. All

proto-clusters at 2 < z < 3 lie on or above the Chiang et al. prediction. At z > 4 the

literature proto-clusters are below the Chiang et al. prediction except for SPT2349

which is approximately half an order of magnitude above the mean at z = 4.3. It

appears that SPT2349 along with other SMG rich proto-clusters reside on the same

evolutionary track with some of the most massive galaxy clusters at z < 2. The slope

of the Chaing et al. prediction seems to connect them all.

3.4 Discussion

Even though we have detected 12 individual sources using high-resolution ALMA

observations, we still do not recover the entire LABOCA flux. Sources A-L total

S870µm= 34mJy, While the southern LABOCA source has a measured S870µm of 56

± 10 mJy. Approximately 20 mJy of flux is unaccounted for, implying there may be

even more galaxies we have yet to discover. From Fig. 3.4 it appears these galaxies

would likely be to the northeast of the already detected SMGs as the LABOCA source

is elongated along this direction. There is also the northern LABOCA source which

increases the flux that is unaccounted for up to > 50 mJy. However, this northern

source does not have a redshift identification and requires further observations to

asses whether it resides in the proto-cluster. SPT2349 already contains an incredible

collection of SMGs and we may only be observing the tip of the iceberg.

Theoretical studies of N-body simulations have shown that the progenitors of

Mhalo > 1015 M⊙ clusters present at z = 0 should extend to radii of ≳ 3 Mpc at

z > 2[26, 79]. Since SPT2349 is concentrated to a small volume, it is difficult to

asses its exact evolution. Specifically, Chiang et al. warn of interpreting a small

overdense region at high-redshift as a “proto-cluster core”. Their study reveals that
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Figure 3.7: The halo mass of SMG rich proto-clusters at high redshift along with the
most massive galaxy clusters at z < 2 is shown [12, 86, 10]. We also show the mean
prediction of most massive progenitor mass vs. z relation taken from the Chiang et
al. 2013 study of proto-clusters in N-body simulations. SPT2349 and several other
proto-cluster lie at a similar or higher mass than what is predicted.
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a small overdense region at high redshift can evolve into a range of masses at z = 0.

They suggest investigating if the overdensity extends to larger scale (> 3 Mpc) to

better predict if it will form into a galaxy cluster. At high redshift, this is difficult

as the excess of galaxies will be less pronounced on larger scales and it is challenging

to consistently detect low-luminosity galaxies. It is difficult to asses the evolution of

SPT2349 without further observations.

Given the slope of the Chiang et al. prediction in Fig. 3.7 it appears that SPT2349

will evolve into a ∼ 5 × 1015 M⊙ halo at z = 0. However, we caution the reader

against this simple interpretation. Studies have shown that it is nearly impossible

to reliably predict the specific evolution of a individual halo. Due to mergers and a

complex formation history, halos of a similar mass may follow vastly different evolu-

tions. Therefore predicting the z = 0 halo mass based on the mass at a earlier epoch

is extremely inconsistent [2, 27]. This uncertainty is exaggerated at high redshift as

there is longer for halos to evolve along different paths. Given our observation only

span 20 ′′ it is even more difficult to asses it’s evolution. Further observations of the

surrounding field will reveal if SPT2349 lies in a larger overdensity on scales ≳ 1 Mpc,

implying it truly is a progenitor of a massive galaxy cluster. If this is not observed, it

may be that SPT2349 represents a smaller group of galaxies caught in a short-lived

and extremely active evolutionary phase. The high mass and density of galaxies seen

in SPT2349 is suggestive that it is the progenitor of a massive galaxy cluster but it

is impossible know for certain.

3.5 Conclusion

The 2500 deg2 SPT survey discovered many millimeter point sources with dust like

SEDs. The majority (> 90%) of these sources were found to be SMGs that were

gravitationally lensed by a factor of 5-20 by foreground galaxies. However, some were

found to have no evidence of lensing and instead are intrinsically very bright. One

of these unlensed SMGs is SPT2349-56. This study presents high resolution ALMA

1.1 mm imaging and spectroscopy of CO(4-3) and [CII] of SPT2349-56. The main
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results can be summarized as follows:

• We find SPT2349-56 breaks up into 12 individual SMGs suggesting it likely

represent a proto-cluster in the early universe. These SMGs have S1.1mm ranging

from 0.23 mJy up to 4.63 mJy. All 12 galaxies have CO(4-3) and/or [CII]

detections and are confirmed to be part of the same proto-cluster structure at

z = 4.3.

• These SMGs are gas rich with a total Mgas = 8.8× 1010 M⊙ and are incredibly

active with a total SFR = 6800 M⊙yr
−1. A cluster dispersion of 496±141

km s−1 is measured implying a proto-cluster mass of (2.3± 1.5)× 1013 M⊙.

• By comparing to other SMG rich proto-clusters, we find that SPT2349 repre-

sents the densest collection of SMGs observed. Other proto-clusters may contain

a similar number of SMGs but are extended on considerably larger scales (≳ 1

Mpc or 0.5 deg). Whereas in SPT2349 exists in a much more confined area with

a maximum on sky separation of ∼ 150 kpc.

SPT2349-56 contains a truly extraordinary collection of SMGs. This source

presents a unique laboratory to study galaxy formation in the early universe as it

may represent an incredibly active phase in the evolution of a massive galaxy cluster.

The existence of this system places stringent constraints on galaxy formation models.

Further observations will help investigate the full extent proto-cluster and surround-

ing field giving insight into its evolution. SPT2349-56 represents a fascinating source

at high redshift and will help decode the mystery of how proto-clusters form and

grow.
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Chapter 4

Conclusion

In this thesis, I present two projects concerning IR emission of galaxies: Star forma-

tion rate indicators in the FIRE simulations and SPT2349-56: a massive and active

proto-cluster core. In the first project, LIR is calculated by post-processing the FIRE

simulations. This is then used to test the commonly used linear conversion between

LIR and SFR. In bright and actively star forming galaxies this conversion is shown

to perform well however, at low SFR, LIR consistently overestimates the true SFR.

A significant amount of scatter in LIR/SFR across the whole sample is observed.

This behavior is driven by dust heating by old stars, differences in absorbed fraction

and the star formation history. The latter project involves characterizing the source

SPT2349-56. High resolution ALMA imaging reveals that it contains at least 12

SMGs and likely represents a proto-cluster in the early universe. This is one of the

densest collection of SMGs ever observed as all 12 galaxies are confined to a ∼ 12′′ ra-

dius. Further observations of the surrounding field will determine if this overdensity

extends on larger scales and help interpret SPT2349-56’s evolution.
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